Abstract-In this note we provide a way of designing the nominal trajectory of an integral sliding mode controller for linear multi-model uncertain systems. The nominal system is chosen using a mini-max criterion for the norm of the discontinuous, feed-forward control. The continuous feed-back control is then designed using linear matrix inequalities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sliding mode control [1] is a robust technique, well known for its ability to withstand external disturbances and model uncertainties satisfying the matching condition, that is, perturbations that enter the state equation at the same point as the control input. Sliding mode control has other advantages as well, like ease of implementation and reduction in the order of the state equation.
A problem with conventional sliding mode control is the so called reaching phase, i.e. an initial period of time in which the system has not yet reached the sliding manifold and it is sensitive, even to perturbations satisfying the matching condition. In order to solve this problem, an integral sliding mode design concept has been proposed [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . This note is part of a research work with the aim of extending the integral sliding mode control (ISMC) technique to the case when there are external disturbances and model uncertainties that do not satisfy the matched condition.
In very general terms, the ISMC design procedure consists in choosing a nominal trajectory for the system (i.e., in the absence of perturbations and model uncertainties) and a matrix that projects the difference between the actual and nominal trajectories. The classical ISMC imposes some restrictions on both choices, but roughly speaking they can be regarded as free parameters. The main idea is to exploit this freedom and cover a broader class of control problems.
A method for choosing the projection matrix in such a way that the effect of the unmatched disturbances is minimal was presented in [8] . In this note we address the need for selecting a nominal trajectory in the presence of model uncertainties that do not necessarily satisfy the matching condition.
In this note we recognize the system matrix as a parameter which affects the norm of the equivalent control in a multimodel scenario. Furthermore, we provide an optimal value for the the worst case. We state the corresponding linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) required to take care the remaining unmatched uncertainty. We show that the order of the LMIs is reduced by the use of ISMC.
In the following section we propose an ISMC for systems having matched and unmatched disturbances but no uncertainty. In Section III we address uncertainty by using a multimodel representation and we state the problem formally. Section IV provides a criterion for selecting the nominal system trajectory. A numerical example is given in Section V. The conclusions are drawn in the last section.
II. THE SINGLE-MODEL ISMC PROBLEM
In this section we consider the problem of designing an ISMC for systems subject to external perturbations, both matched and unmatched, but without any uncertainty regarding the system's model.
A. System description
Consider a linear system of the forṁ
where x ∈ R n is the state, t ∈ R represents time, u(x, t) ∈ R m is the control action and w(x, t) ∈ R p is an external disturbance. All matrices are of appropriate dimensions with rank(B) = m. The perturbation w(x, t) is of course unknown but the following is assumed: Assumption 1: w(x, t) is bounded by a known function w(x, t) ∈ L ∞ , i.e., w(x, t) ≤w(x, t) for all x and t.
B. Integral Sliding Mode Control
In ISMC a feed-back control u 0 (x, t) is used to achieve the desired performance in the absence of perturbations and a feed-forward control u 1 (x, t) is used to reject the perturbations. The resulting controller then takes the form u(x, t) = u 0 (x, t) + u 1 (x, t) .
To design the feed-forward control we start by constructing the sliding manifold {x | s(x, t) = 0}, with s(x, t) = G x(t) − x(t ) − and rank(GB) = m. Then we select a gain ρ(x, t), high enough such that the control
enforces a sliding motion. Note that roughly speaking, the ISMC problem is that of selecting: G, the feed-back control u 0 (x, t) and the gain ρ(x, t).
How to choose G becomes clear by first projecting the perturbation into the matched and unmatched spaces and then analyzing the system's dynamics at the sliding manifold. Consider the identity
where B + is understood as the left inverse of B, that is, B span the null space of B . Identity (4) allows us to write the perturbation as
so we can apply the equivalent control method as followṡ
By substituting u eq into the original system (1) we obtaiṅ
Remark 1: In [8] it is shown that setting G = B + guaranties that the euclidean norm of the residual perturbation
will be minimal. Moreover, since B + B ⊥ = 0 the residual perturbation becomes B ⊥ B ⊥+ B w w, i.e. the unmatched perturbation B ⊥ B ⊥+ B w w is left unchanged. This means that the unmatched perturbation can not be compensated via the feed-forward control u 1 : any attempt to compensate it would only result in amplification. The choice G = B + has other advantages as well:
• the gain satisfying the sliding conditionṡs < 0 can be set as ρ > B + B w w ,
• the feed-forward control (3) is simplified to
With Remark 1 in mind, we can see that the ISMC problem reduces to that of finding the feed-back control law u 0 .
III. MULTI-MODEL ISMC PROBLEM
We consider again system (1) but we assume that the only information we have about matrix A, is that it is contained in the polytope
where the symbol # denotes the number of elements in a set and the operator Co{·} denotes convex closure, i.e.
This representation can be used, for example, to include the case of uncertain and/or time-varying parameters.
Notice that the sliding variable defined in (2) depends on A, and since it's precise value is unknown, we need to replace it by a nominal one
By applying again the equivalent control method together with (4) we obtain
Substitution of u eq into (1) yieldṡ
which, can be written aṡ
where
Remark 2:
The matrix B ⊥ B ⊥+ is a projection operator whose range is a subspace of dimension n × (n − m). As a consequence, the resulting polytope A eq has a number of vertexes less than or equal to that of the original one:
A. Problem Statement
In this note we restrict the class of polytopes to those describing affine parameter dependent models:
Assumption 2: The polytope A is of the form
Notice the new polytope can be easily expressed like (6) by setting N = 2 L . Since the gain now has to mayor the norm of B + B w w + B + (A − A n )x and this term appears also in the equivalent control, we propose to minimize A − A n for the worst case scenario:
Problem 1: Find A * n such that
IV. MAIN RESULTS
We proceed now to determine the nominal matrix and to calculate the feed-back control
A. Selection of the Nominal System
In order to solve the mini-max problem we start with the simplest case.
Lemma 1: The solution to the scalar, two point version of (8) 
and notice that for each p n , it's image is equal to the image of |p−p n | when p varies in [p, p]. Consider now the mayorant function
The maximum of h 1 (α, p n ) with respect to α is given bȳ
Define p c (p + p)/2 and notice that
we know that one of the following equalities hold:
Since for each p n both possibilities are contained in the image of h 0 (α, p n ) and
we conclude that
Now it is easy to verify that arg min
We can now determine the nominal parameters for the optimal matrix.
Proposition 1: The parameter vector achieving the minimax criterion
Proof: According to the definition of a matrix norm
Recall that
and since ⎡ ⎢ ⎣p
we conclude that (A(p) − A(p n )) = Λ p . The latter means that
Notice that the maximum is given by
and the mini-max by
Application of Lemma 1 completes the proof. It is clear that the matrix A * n must be inside the polytope A, so we set A * n = A(p * ).
B. Calculation of the Feed-back Control
To calculate the feed-back control we rely on LMI based design techniques. An LMI has the form
where y ∈ R l is the variable and the symmetric matrices F i = F i ∈ R n×n are given. A useful property of LMIs is that the solution set {y | F (y) > 0} is convex. As explained in [9] , convexity allows to solve optimization problems numerically in a very efficient way. Another advantage is the possibility to cast multiple LMIs, e.g. F
(1) y > 0, . . . , F (p) y > 0, as a single one:
It may seem that the requisite of having a linear inequality greatly restricts the number of problems that can be approached. To show that this is not the case, consider the quadratic matrix inequality
where A, B, Q = Q , R = R > 0 are given and P = P is the variable. It can also be expressed as the LMI
which could be written in the form of (10) if desired. Since several LMIs can be represented as a single one, it is easy to combine several performance criteria and solve the control problem using the same framework. Another strength of the LMI framework is that the multi-model scenario fits naturally.
To calculate the feed-back control law we propose a slightly modified version of the now classical LMI's leading to H 2 and H ∞ controllers. To simplify notation let's write the vertexes of the resulting polytope as
If we define a performance index z = Cx + Du 0 , where C and D are free designer parameters, then according to [10] and the previous analysis, minimizing the H ∞ norm of the transfer matrix T zw going from w to z in the worst case scenario, is equivalent to the problem described in (11) 1 . Minimizing the H 2 norm of T zw is equivalent to problem (12) and can be also found in [10] . In both cases the control gain is given by K = Y X −1 . Of course, both performance criteria could be mixed if desired. Note that since #I eq ≤ #I, the order of the LMI optimization problem can be greatly reduced.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Consider the following multi-model LTI system:
and the objective is to minimize the H 2 norm of T zw . We can write A as
1 This LMI results from the real-bounded lemma, Schur's lemma and a change of variables. With the LMI technique alone we obtain an optimal guarantied performance of T zw 2 = 9.66 . When ISMC is applied, the sliding dynamics are given by 
A. Simulation Results
Three simulations were performed: the first one using the LMI technique alone; the second one using the combination LMI plus ISMC, with an A n = A * n A n = 0 0 2 0 ; and the last one with A n = A * n . Compensation of matched perturbations has been extensively simulated in the literature so we set w(x, t) = 0, this is to highlight the issues concerning the multi-model scenario. We defined 
We can see that the performance for the worst case is improved by the use of ISMC and it is further improved when A n = A * n .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We established a criteria for selecting the nominal system. It was shown that the order of the LMI's required for a multi-model case can be reduced by an ISMC. Simulations show the effectiveness of the method proposed and disprove the common miss conception that a linear system is best controlled by a linear controller.
